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EPG Commentary by Dan Steffens 

ROK Resources (ROK.V and ROKRF) is one of the Canadian Juniors in 

our Small-Cap Growth Portfolio.  Since March 2022, the Company has 

closed two strategic acquisitions and one non-core asset sale that has 

their balance sheet in great shape.  Their 2023 summer drilling program 

ramped up production to 3,858 Boepd in Q3 and 4,210 Boepd in Q4.  

December 2023 production was a Company record of 4,650 Boepd. 

 

This is an “Aggressive Growth” Canadian light oil focused upstream oil & gas company with assets in Western 

Alberta and SE Saskatchewan.  It has significant Running Room in two of Western Canada’s top oil & gas plays. 

 

ROK sold a package of non-core assets in Q1 2023 and used the proceeds to pay off all of their Senior Debt. 

• The Company's Balance Sheet is now in very good shape. 

• Based on my forecast, operating cash flow during 1H 2024 should be approximately $17.7 million 

($0.08/Share); more than covering the $10.5 million 6 well drilling program that ROK announced April 18th.  

• ROK is fully committed to funding future growth entirely with operating cash flow. 

• Even if ROK does not drill any additional wells in 2H 2024, their operating cash flow should exceed $20 

million in 2H 2024; over $38 million for the year. 

 
 

ROK will not announce their 2H 2024 drilling program until late June, but based on my forecast they will have more 

than enough operating cash flow to fund a 10-12 well Frobisher horizontal development drilling program in 2H 2024. 

Frobisher HZ wells produce mostly oil, and this year's drilling program is expected to significantly improve ROK's 

production mix from ~50% oil in Q4 2023 to ~60% oil plus ~11% high value NGLs by Q4 2024. 
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Cash proceeds from this sale paid off all of ROK’s Senior Debt:  On April 3, 2023 the Company announced that 

it had completed its dispositions of certain non-core assets for total combined proceeds of approximately $47.25Cdn 

million.  The Assets that sold were comprised of ROK's non-operated interest in the Weyburn Unit and two smaller 

non-core assets located in Saskatchewan. 

 

On April 18, 2023 they hosted a luncheon for EPG members in Houston where they provided details of their 2023 

growth plans.  The Transactions above and what they told us on April 18th are consistent with ROK's strategic 

plan, focusing on debt reduction and high-grading of the Company's asset portfolio and drilling inventory.  

 

Q2 2023: Due to the non-core asset sale and minor impact from the Canadian wildfires, Q2 2023 production 

declined 20.3% quarter-over-quarter to 3,297 Boepd. 

 

The Company’s summer 2023 drilling program was successful.  It more than replaced all of the production 

that was sold in April and added another 400 Bopd by December.  Heading into 2024 with a strong balance 

sheet and lots of high-quality / low-risk development drilling locations (“Running Room”), ROK is going to generate 

more than enough operating cash flow during 1H 2024 to cover their 6 well drilling program announced on April 18th. 

 

 
 

My Current Fair Value Estimate for ROK.V is $0.95Cdn/share 
Equates to approximately $0.70US for ROKRF 

 

Disclosure: I have a long position in ROKRF.  I do not intend on buying or selling any shales in the next 72 hours. I wrote this profile myself, and it expresses my own 

opinions. I am not receiving compensation for it from the company.  I have no business relationship with any company whose stock is mentioned in this article. 
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Key for investors is the significant development potential in the assets now held by the Company and ROK’s 

management team’s ability to harvest that potential. 

 

Operating cash flow is expected to fund the Company’s aggressive drilling program through 2025. 

 

2023 Drilling & Recompletion Program < Focused on increasing oil production 

 

The second half of 2023 drilling program met the goal of raising oil production by 424 bopd.  That trend will continue 

in 2024 because all six wells in the drilling program announced April 18th will be oil-prone Frobisher horizontal wells 

in SE Saskatchewan.  If WTI oil remains over $80/bbl, Frobisher wells should payout in less than a year. 

 

At Kaybob, the Company will focus on capital efficient recompletions and reactivations, while continuing to prepare 

for future Cardium oil and Montney gas development on its 100% working interest lands.  ROK has announced that 

they will not drill new wells in the Kaybob area until natural gas prices increase.  I love this Company’s flexibility. 

 

ROK’s 2024 D&C Program will be fully funded by free cash flow from operations. 
 

 
 

“Based on my forecast, ROK’s production should ramp up to more than 5,000 Boepd by year-end 2024 
with more than 3,000 barrels of crude oil per day.” – Dan Steffens 
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Company Overview 

 

ROK Resources (ROK.V and PTRDF) is focused on sustainable exploration and development within the Western 

Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB). The Company’s diverse asset base is matched only by their management 

team’s depth of experience in multiple geological areas of conventional oil & gas across both Saskatchewan and 

Alberta.  

 

ROK’s team is guided by strategy and sustainability and is devoted to employees, shareholders and responsible 

economic growth. The Company is headquartered in Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada. 

 

Strategy 
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FCL Acquisition 

In March 2022, the Company successfully closed the acquisition of certain oil & gas assets in Saskatchewan and 
Alberta from Federated Co‐operatives Limited and its wholly‐owned subsidiary, 2214896 Alberta Ltd. (collectively, 
"FCL"). Total consideration paid for the FCL Acquisition was approximately $71.7 million, prior to a purchase price 
adjustment of $13.8 million in favor of the Company. The FCL Acquisition was funded through a combination of 
proceeds from the Prospectus Offering and the Senior Loan Facility. 

SE Saskatchewan Asset Acquisition: closed on January 24, 2023 

The Acquisition is aligned with ROK’s long-term business strategy to grow into a premier energy producer through 
responsible exploration and development, complemented by strategic acquisitions of diversified and sustainable 
assets in favorable operating areas where the management team has a track record of value creation through 
successfully building and exiting four prior companies.  

The highlights of the Assets and the anticipated benefits include the following:  

• Desirable Land Positions within Highly Economic Conventional and Unconventional Resource Plays  

• Large land position of 59,435 gross (48,720 net) acres of land within Southeast Saskatchewan  

• Average working interest of ~80%  

• No significant near-term expiries and unrestricted access  

All-cash transaction provides per share accretion on corporate metrics, including debt adjusted cash flow and 
reserves based on WTI oil price averaging $75US/bbl in future periods. 

• >15% accretive to 2023 cash flow per share (debt adjusted)  

• >75% accretive to Total Proved + Probable Reserves per share   

Significant Booked Reserve Base & Long-Term Resource Development Upside  

• Significant 1P reserve base of 7.1 million boe and TP+P reserve base of 10.4 million boe  

• Estimated TP+P Reserve Life Index of 18.5 years  

• 90+ internally identified drilling locations on Assets (including 81 booked locations)   

• Ample primary development and secondary/tertiary enhanced oil recovery (“EOR”) potential  

Stable Base Production Yields Significant Free Funds Flow Potential  

• Stable base production of approximately ~1,500 boe/d   

• Light oil weighted production, 30-35° American Petroleum Institute (“API”) gravity, with attractive operating 
netbacks and capital efficiencies (~$23,000/Boepd)  

Integrated Operations to Deliver Low-Cost Structures  

• Higher working interest and operatorship ensures control over pace of capital development  

• Readily available processing capacity and strategic access to markets  

• Low royalties (14%) and operating costs ($25/boe)  

• Estimated annualized net operating income of $10.0 to $12.0 million  

 Manageable Asset Retirement Obligation (ARO) Requirements & Improvement to Saskatchewan LLR  
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• Increases ROK’s licensee liability ratio (LLR) in Saskatchewan to 1.50x   

• Proforma ARO estimated at $66MM (~$21MM Inactive)  

• ARO obligations to be fully serviced with an estimated ~$1.0 million per year  
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Lithium Exploration Project < “There is nothing in my current valuation for this project.” – Dan Steffens 

In July 2021, the Company entered into an exploration management agreement wherein the Company was issued 

a 25% interest in a private entity (the “Investee”) which currently holds certain Subsurface Mineral Dispositions in 

Saskatchewan, with a focus on potential lithium resource prospects.  

The initial activities of this project will be wholly funded by the Company’s partner (who holds the remaining 75% 

interest), up to $1.5 million.  

• Any costs that exceed this financial threshold will then be proportionally financed by each partner based on 

their interest in the private entity.  

• Alternatively, either partner may elect to proportionally reduce their interest in the private entity for any portion 

of additional costs above the threshold.  

• These additional costs beyond the initial $1.5 million may be voluntarily paid for by the other partner who 

elects to participate in additional project activities, earning a proportionally increased interest in the private 

entity.   

The Company’s interest in the Investee is accounted for using the equity method.  

On December 5, 2023 / ROK Resources Inc. as a twenty-five (25%) percent shareholder and manager of operations 

of Hub City Lithium Corp. ("Hub City Lithium"), reported significant advancements and milestones in its lithium 

project: (i) successful results from a direct lithium extraction pilot project, (ii) successful production of pure battery 

grade lithium carbonate, (iii) expected timing of direct lithium extraction ("DLE") field pilot, (iv) increased acreage in 

core operating area, and (v) update on the delivery of the Preliminary Economic Assessment ("PEA"). 

Direct Lithium Extraction (DLE): Pilot Test Results 

The Company, through its ownership in Hub City Lithium, has successfully completed a large-scale pilot using the 

ILiAD DLE Platform developed by EnergySource Minerals ("ESM"), a privately held process technology company 

focusing on DLE in North America. The pilot, which processed 87,000 litres of brine from the Viewfield project area, 

successfully recovered 8,300 litres of concentrated eluent with an average lithium concentration of 1,430 mg/L 

(representing a 7.5x concentration from the feed brine provided). An average lithium recovery of >90% and an 

impurity rejection rate of 99.62% were also verified by ESM. Hub City Lithium plans to ship the highly concentrated 

eluent to a 3rd party for refinement into battery grade lithium carbonate. 

Production of Battery Grade Lithium Carbonate 

Hub City Lithium has confirmed successful production of 99.95% pure battery grade lithium carbonate, Hub City 

Lithium's first brine-to-battery-grade lithium carbonate production. 

Saltworks Technologies Inc. ("Saltworks"), a global leader in designing and delivering industrial wastewater 

treatment and lithium refinement solutions, saw brine sourced from wells in Hub City Lithium's Viewfield project area 

refined into battery grade lithium carbonate. The Viewfield lithium-containing brine represents the highest 

concentrations of lithium discovered in Canada to date with minimal pretreatment requirements. 
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After direct lithium extraction, the eluent was refined into battery-grade chemicals at Saltworks' headquarters in 

British Columbia. This work was executed with Saltworks' proprietary concentrating, refining, and converting 

technology and expert technical team, employing novel technology that lowers the cost and greenhouse gas impact 

of lithium chemical production. 

This project tested and de-risked the end-to-end flow sheet, resulting in multiple samples of battery-grade lithium 

carbonate, which have been analyzed and validated by an independent 3rd party laboratory. The captured data 

enables the acceleration of a full-scale plant design and dispatch. 

For more details, read the Company’s December 5th press release at the link below: 

https://rokresources.ca/investor-resources/news-releases/ 

 

Full Year 2023 Highlights 

• Record Average Production: Daily average production in 2023 of 3,876 Boepd (62% liquids), a 40% increase 

compared to prior year; 

• Organically Increased Production by 55%: In second-half 2023 the Company drilled 13 gross (11.6 net) wells, 

adding 1,650 Boepd, which represents a 55% increase in production over the period; 

• Exceeded 2023 Funds from Operations Forecast: Funds from Operations of $37.2 million in 2023, exceeding 

the Company's forecast by 3.5% despite weaker commodity pricing; 

https://rokresources.ca/investor-resources/news-releases/
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• Net Debt: The Company exited 2023 with Net Debt of $14.7 million (or Adjusted Net Debt of $18.7 million). 

This represents a 58%, or $20.6 million, reduction in Net Debt year over year; and 

• Hedge Gain: realized an annual hedge gain on commodity contracts of $6.7 million. 

Management Commentary  

“We see a really good opportunity to grow these assets that we currently hold up to the 5,000 to 

6,000 boe/d range in 2024. We intend to focus on growing free cash flow and inventory. For the 

next couple of years, we have this great set of assets that we plan to execute on growing and 

building on, and we still have a lot of work to do.” – Cam Taylor, CEO of ROK Resources 

 

 

Operations Update 

• Record Average Production of 4,650 Boepd in December: Daily average production in December of 4,650 

Boepd (60% liquids), which exceeded the Company's 2023 exit production target range of 4,300 - 4,500 

Boepd and represents a 35% increase in production compared to December 2022 daily average; 

• Organically Increased Production by Over 50% in 6-Months: Following two asset transactions, previously 

announced on January 24, 2023 and March 23, 2023, the Company grew from 2,950 Boepd to 4,650 

Boepd in 6-months; 
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• Core Area Drilling Inventory Growth: Added 10 proved drilling locations in core operating areas in Southeast 

Saskatchewan after successful Frobisher results across multiple fields; 

• Drilled the #1 Daily Average Oil Well in Saskatchewan in December: The Company's 6-25 Glen Ewen 

Frobisher well averaged 392 bopd in the month of December; 

• Operating Cost Reduction: With a focus on operational efficiencies in Q4 2023, the Company reduced total 

operating cost per boe by approximately 20% compared to Q3 2023, resulting in operating costs below 

$30/boe in Q4 2023; 

• Exceeded Q4 2024 Funds from Operations forecast: Estimated Funds from Operations of $10 million in Q4 

2023, exceeding the Company's forecast by 16% despite weaker commodity pricing; 

• Net Debt: The Company will exit 2023 with an estimated Net Debt of $14.5 million (or Adjusted Net Debt of 

$18.5 million). This represents a 59%, or $20.8 million, reduction in Net Debt year over year. 

ROK Resources has two Core Areas of Operations 

Kaybob: Top tier area operators drilling multiple stacked horizons.  No significant near-term expiries and unrestricted 

access. Superior economics with 87% Crown Land over 75,000 gross (45,000 net) acres. 

SE Saskatchewan: Substantial development upside with 100+ booked locations. Estimated reserve life index of 

14.6 years.  Ample primary development and secondary/tertiary EOR potential. Strong economics with 65% Crown 

Land over 131,000 net acres. 

All of the new wells to be drilled in 2024 will be in oil prone areas in SE Saskatchewan 
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Kaybob in Western Alberta 

ROK currently holds 83 sections of leasehold in Alberta within the Kaybob field.  Current production is approximately 

1,350 Boepd (~66% natural gas).  The Company is not planning to drill any new wells in the Kaybob area until 

natural gas prices in Alberta improve.  They have 16 undrilled locations. 
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High Quality Drilling Inventory  
 
ROK as 102 development drilling locations in the Frobisher & Midale zones which are oil-prone 
 

 
Liquidity and Capital Resources 
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Outlook and Guidance 
 
With the recent stability of WTI pricing, the Company anticipates commencing its drilling program after spring break-

up in late Q2 2024. Key initiatives for 2024 include reducing corporate finding and development costs and expanding 

core operating areas in Southeast Saskatchewan. The six well program, which will target Frobisher light oil 

prospects, will begin with prospects offsetting the best oil well in Saskatchewan in December 2023.  

 

To support these endeavors, the first-half 2024 capital budget has been revised from $4.0 - $4.5 million to $10.0 - 

10.5 million. This acceleration of development is contingent on various factors, including favorable weather and road 

conditions following spring break-up. The Company intends to provide second-half 2024 guidance in late Q2 2024. 

 

• Stability in WTI: Company will increase its capital budget in first-half 2024 to $10.0 - $10.5 million, with an 

expected benefit to Net Operating income through second-half 2024 as new unhedged production comes 

on-stream. The Company expects to average ~4,000 Boepd in first-half 2024 (61% liquids); 

 

• Net Debt: Estimated $16.0 - $16.5 million in Adjusted Net Debt at the end of first-half 2024; 

• Expedited Drill Program: Addition of 6 gross (5.4 net) Frobisher wells in late Q2, weather permitting; and 

• Efficient Use of Capital: $1.0 million allocated to reactivations and recompletions, expected to yield average 

capital efficiencies of $5,000 to $10,000 per Boepd. 
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ROK’s 1H 2024 six well drilling program is expected to increase production to 4,500 Boepd in Q3 2024. 

 

 
Hedging 
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Reserves Summary 
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Net Income and Cash Flow Forecast Model 
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